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Metawileh, this twelfth imam is existing in the world dis-
guised and unknown. .He is supposed to be present often
at Mecca during the Hajj ceremonies. Many stories are
told to-day of his succoring of people in danger or distress.
Once a man on a journey was attacked by robbers, and
called on the imam for aid. To him then appeared a sim-
ple muleteer, or so, indeed, he seemed, till after delivering
the traveller from the robbers, and conducting him to a safe
place, he vanished from his sight. A pilgrim on the road
to Mecca fell behind the caravan, his camel being sick. In
vain he urged the beast along, but the train disappeared in
the distance, leaving the man in danger, not knowing the
route and fearful for the dangers of solitary travel. Sud-
denly there appeared a man on a white horse, lifted the pil-
grim to a place behind, him, bore him swiftly toward Mecca,
dropped him gently to the earth, and when the man looked up
there was no horse nor rider. His guide had been the imam.
The Sunnis and Shi'ahs differ from each other not only
in their belief as to the personnel of the true successors of
Mohammed but in their theory as to the nature of the office.
With the Sunnis the caliphate is chiefly a temporal office,
with the Shi'ahs the imamate is valued mainly on its religious
side. The imams a.re practically regarded, as supernatural
beings whose commands come with divine authority. To
them are known the secrets of God; by them is the way of
access to him. Thus in each imam the Metawileh see the
high-priest, the preacher, the expounder of faith, and the
guide in all spiritual matters.1 For all the alleged descend-
ants of 'AH, the first imam, the Metawileh have a great
respect, enhanced by the fact that they are also descend-
ants of the prophet. In BaJacF Besha'ra—the mountainous
region east of southern PIxxMiicia—are found to-day, in a
state of poverty, two branches of this "royal family," called
respectively Hiisiint'yeh and Hoseint'yeh, who wear the
green turban, the budge of the prophet's family. To sup-
port these sayyids, or lords, as they are called, by charity-
known as sadaqah—is a duty incumbent on all Metawileh,
though they are in general poor themselves. Most of the
* Compare Wortabet'a " Religion In the East," p. 273.

